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Abstract
Activating appropriate roles for a session in the role-based access control (RBAC) model has
become challenging because of the so-called role explosion. In this paper, factors and issues
related to user-driven role management are analysed, and a session role activation (SRA)
problem based on reasonable assumptions is proposed to describe the problem of such role
management. To solve the SRA problem, we propose an extended RBAC model with
context-based role filtering. When a session is created, context conditions are used to filter
roles that do not need to be activated for the session. This significantly reduces the candidate
roles that need to be reviewed by the user, and aids the user in rapidly activating the
appropriate roles. Simulations are carried out, and the results show that the extended RBAC
model is effective in filtering the roles that are unnecessary for a session by using predefined
context conditions. The extended RBAC model is also implemented in the Apache Shiro
framework, and the modifications to Shiro are described in detail.
Keywords: Role-based access control, role activation, context condition, candidate role, role
explosion
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1. Introduction

Role-based access control (RBAC) has become the most popular access control model, and
is simple to administer and reviewer because it reflects an organisational structure [1]. In the
RBAC model, users are assigned roles, and roles are assigned permissions; thus, users are
granted permissions through role activation. This simple RBAC user authorisation model is
sufficient for well-organised systems (for instance, a company), where there are generally few
roles.
However, because of the development of networks, the so-called role explosion problem (an
excess of roles assigned to a single user) has become serious, leading to increasing difficulties in
managing and using roles [2]. Currently, researchers focus on facilitating role management for
administrators by extending the RBAC model, for example, administrative role-based access
control (ARBAC) [10] and the context-aware access control model [9],[12],[12]. However, in
the context of role explosion, we believe that the problem of user-driven role management,
which means that the user manages session-activated roles, is a crucial one. The significant
difference between a normal user and a professional security administrator is the level of
knowledge of system security. Security administrators have a comprehensive knowledge of
security requirements, policies, and the authorisation framework. In other words, an
administrator has a comprehensive understanding of his role and experience in its management.
Obviously, users do not have the same security knowledge as security administrators. Thus,
user-driven role management is a difficult and urgent problem to be solved. Moreover, the user
understanding of security issues directly affects the gravity of role management issues. The
better the user understands security, the smaller the management issue, and the reverse is also
true.
Zhang et al., “defined and addressed the user authorisation query (UAQ) problem [3], and it
has been widely studied [4-8]. The UAQ problem is defined as follows: in the web environment,
where the number of roles in a system is large, users do not know which roles they are assigned,
and they only request a set of permissions without activating roles. According to the set of
permissions requested by a user, the system determines the role set to activate meeting certain
conditions [3]. The UAQ problem assumes that the user knows the permissions needed for the
session. However, in real environments, knowledge of security can be very different among
users. The assumption of the UAQ problem may not be realistic, and it places higher
requirements on user security knowledge. In fact, users often do not fully understand their
assigned permissions or roles. Therefore, user-driven role management cannot always be
translated into a UAQ problem.
Thus, the fundamental assumptions of the UAQ problem are not sensible. This paper proposes
the following assumptions on user knowledge of security:
(1) Users have an approximate understanding of the session goals and the tasks to be
performed. Although they cannot formally express the goal of the session, they can assign
reasonable permissions to it when they know the meaning of the permissions.
(2) Users have a certain degree of understanding of the role. Although a user cannot
accurately remember each role and permission, they can correctly use a role and a permission
after obtaining information, such as its name and description.
Based on the above assumptions, the problem of user-driven role management can be
summarised as the session role activation (SRA) problem: in a complex system, users know the
tasks for a session, but they cannot describe the required permissions accurately, which leads to a
difficulty in activating roles for the session. Obviously, the SRA is a smaller problem for user
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security knowledge than UAQ. The SRA problem is a new, reasonable, and practical problem of
user-driven role management.
To solve the SRA problem, this paper proposes an extended role-based access control model
(referred to as E-RBAC in the following) which uses context information to filter roles and
obtain candidate roles strongly related to the session. The number of candidate roles is
significantly reduced compared to the user role set, meaning that the extended RBAC model can
significantly reduce user workload on role management.
This paper provides the following three contributions:
(1) The relationship between user security knowledge and the problem of role management is
analysed. A more reasonable assumption on the user’s mastery of security knowledge is
proposed, and the SRA problem is defined according to this assumption.
(2) We propose an E-RBAC model with a context-based role filtering function to solve the
SRA problem. It uses context conditions to select a session that is more strongly related to user
roles, significantly reducing the number of candidate roles. The E-RBAC model helps users who
lack security knowledge to activate appropriate roles for a session. Furthermore, dynamic
management of the session-role relationship is realised, complying with the principle of least
privilege.
(3) We implement the E-RBAC model in a Shiro framework [13].

2. Related Work
2.1 Context
Context is an elusive concept that has different meanings to different people and communities,
and even researchers (such as Dey et al., “[14] and Ryan et al., “[16]) have different definitions
of context. The common point is that context is any information that can be used to characterise
the interactions between users and applications. Additionally, it is believed that the three
important aspects of context are where you are, who you are with, and what resources are
nearby.
Context has been applied to different areas, such as the Internet of Things [18], vehicles [19],
mobile computing [20], and healthcare social networks [21]. Furthermore, using context to
improve the security of different applications has become an important task for researchers
[22,23,25-32].
Many researchers have introduced context information into RBAC. Because roles cannot be
organised in static hierarchies, Kayes et al., “introduced both formal and ontology-based
approaches to model dynamic contextual roles and to specify context-aware access control
policies by activating such dynamic roles at runtime [25]. Abdella et al., “proposed a
context-aware RBAC model for the Android permission system which can provide dynamic
permission granting and revoking while keeping the number of polices low. In the model,
Android applications assign roles corresponding to a set of permissions, which in turn are
associated with contexts. Permissions for the corresponding role are granted and revoked
according to the associated contexts [10]. Sadat Emami et al., “proposed a context-aware
dynamic RBAC model for pervasive computing environments where contexts are divided into
long-term and short-term ones. At the beginning of a session, the model dynamically assigns
roles to a user considering only long-term contexts. However, during the session, an active
permission set for the assigned roles is determined according to the short-term context
conditions [26]. Rathod et al., “introduced a semantically rich context-sensitive access control
system for OpenStack by incorporating the current context attributes of a user (such as location
and time). They integrated such context information in their own access control system to
express and enforce the contextual-situation policies in OpenStack [28]. Zhong et al., “presented
an application layer multicast system for context-aware dynamic role assignment, which adjusts
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user permissions in real time according to context information. Roles and permissions are
assigned dynamically, according to the context information collected on the user and the
resources, to avoid real-time patching of user permissions [29]. Oluwatimi et al., “extended the
context-aware system to secure enterprise content (CASSEC) by incorporating a proximity-like
structure. Using the information obtained from analysing the context, the system can make
inferential decisions [30].
All these studies focus on managing roles and permissions according to context. However,
their constraints on roles and permissions are simple and rigid. In fact, they assume that the goals
or tasks of the constrained roles/permissions can be formally described through the context.
Thus, the general context constraint method clearly does not solve the SRA problem.
2.2. RBAC Authorisation Process
The permission user requested is not in session
1
CreateSession

2

3

4

ActivateRoles

RequestPermission

CheckAccess

The permission user
requested is in session

Task not
completed

6

7

8

DeactivateRoles

Task completed

5

PerformTasks

9

DeleteSession

The component is accomplished by SessionManager
The component is accomplished by user
The component is accomplished by SessionManager or user

Fig. 1. Authorisation process in RBAC

Fig. 1 depicts the authorisation process in the NIST RBAC [24], and the operations are
detailed as follows:
 CreateSession. Each session is defined as the mapping of one user to many possible
roles; that is, after the user establishes a session, they maintain a subset of the roles assigned to
them for the session.
 ActivateRoles. The ActivateRoles operation is a key feature of RBAC that distinguishes it
from other access control models. The user selects the appropriate role to activate, and obtains
the permissions assigned to the role. ActivateRoles ensures that only part of the role is
activated, ensuring the least privilege principle and increasing system security. Because in
well-organised systems (for example in a company) a user is typically assigned a small
number of roles, they know which roles should be activated before requesting permissions.
 RequestPermission and CheckAccess. Similar to other access control models,
RequestPermission and CheckAccess are required in RBAC. After the user activates the roles,
they request permissions to perform a task, and the system determines whether the permissions
correspond to the activated roles.
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 PerformTasks and DeactivateRoles. If the permissions requested by the user are granted
in the current session, the user starts performing their task. If the permissions have not been
granted, the user returns to ActivateRoles. Because the permissions required for a session
change with the execution of the task, during the session lifetime the user continuously returns
to ActivateRoles or DeactivateRoles to maintain the session's permissions, in accordance with
the least privilege principle.
 DeleteSession. This releases the resources that were used in the session, including the
roles that the user did not deactivate.
Role explosion is defined as the problem of users being assigned too many roles by the
system. In the RBAC model, users have no methods of effectively managing roles for a
session, which makes the problem of user-driven role management evolve into the SRA
problem.

3. E-RBAC MODEL
This section first defines context constraints, and then describes the proposed E-RBAC model,
demonstrating how it filters roles using these constraints.
3.1. Context Constraints
According to[15], a context constraint is defined as a means of considering the context
information in access control decisions. A context constraint is categorised according to
different properties, such as being dynamic/static, coercive/non-coercive, or being an
assignment or authorisation constraint.
In particular, an authorisation constraint is a constraint on role activation. When a user
needs to activate a role, the system determines whether the authorisation constraint is met.
This constraint needs to be met for the role to be activated. Obviously, the context considered
by the authorisation constraint needs to be detected during the session lifetime. The context
constraints used in this paper can be classified as authorisation constraints.
Before applying them to the extended RBAC model, a formal description of the context
constraints used in role activation is given. A context constraint is defined according to terms
including context attribute, context function, and context condition, as follows:
Definition 1. A context attribute ATTR represents a certain property of the context; for
example, TIME, LOCATION, and NAME are context attributes. The actual value of a context
attribute may change dynamically (such as TIME), or it may vary for different instances of the
same abstract entity (such as LOCATION, BIRTHDAY, or NATIONALITY).
Definition 2. A context function is a mechanism to obtain the current value of a context
attribute. We use ATTR(p) to represent the context function of context attribute ATTR, being p
a set of input parameters, which can be empty. For example, DATE() could be defined to return
the current value of context attribute DATE and BIRTHDAY(id) to return the birthday of a
person having identifier id.
Definition 3. A context condition COND is a binary predicate that compares the current
value of a context attribute with a predefined constant (such as DATE()=“2016.10.01”) or with
the value of a different context attribute (such as SCORE()>AVERAGESCORE()). Thus, a
context condition can be represented in the form (ATTR(p) ┷ x) or (ATTRi(p) ┷ ATTRj(q)),
where x is a value and ┷ is a comparison operator in the set {≤,<,=,>,≥} used in this work. The
range of a context condition is {true, false}.
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Definition 4. A context constraint CONS contains a combination of one or more CONDs,
that is:
CONS = COND1 ^ COND2 ^ ... ^ CONDn.
It returns true when each context condition CONDi (i=1..n) is true; otherwise, it returns
false.
3.2. E-RBAC Model
CONDs

ATTRs
USER-ATTR
relation
User
assignment
（UA）
FANGIGATE
ROIES

ROLE
FILTERING

USERS

ROLE-COND
relation

ROLES

Permission
assignment
（PA）

OPS

OBS
PRMS

Session 1
ATTRs
Session 2

Fig. 2. E-RBAC model

The elements of the E-RBAC model and their relations are described in Fig. 2. The model
includes the basic RBAC model and several new elements and relations, detailed in the
following:
(1) CANDIDATE ROLES stores the roles selected by the ROLE FILTERING module.
These roles can be viewed and activated by the user for a session.
(2) ROLE FILTERING is a module filtering roles, using context information to select those
that may be appropriate for the user to activate for the session. The selected roles are inserted
into CANDIDATE ROLES.
(3) ATTRs are context attributes that are assigned to the user according to the roles assigned
to the user and that can be used to monitor the user and session context.
“USER-ATTR relation” is a many-to-many relationship, that is, a user can be assigned one
or more ATTRs and an ATTR can be assigned to one or more users.
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(4) CONDs is used to represent the conditions for activating a role. In general, CONDs and
ROLEs exhibit a many-to-many assignment relationship. The CONDs assigned to a role
constitute a CONS. A role can only be activated when the user context meets all of the CONDs
assigned to the role, that is, the result of evaluating CONS must be true.
When creating roles, the security administrator establishes ROLE-COND relations
according to security requirements. The USER-ATTR relations are established automatically
when assigning a role to the user.
ATTRs are used to monitor the context information of user and session, and ATTR(·) obtains
the value of ATTR of a user, session or environment. Both COND and CONS are
truth-expressions associated with ATTR. Each CONS is mapped to its role, and ROLE
FILTERING evaluates whether the role is added to CANDIDATE ROLES according to the
value of the related CONS.
According to the above description, the relationship between constraints, users, sessions,
and roles in E-RBAC is formalised as follows:
ATTR→USER
ATTR→Session
CONS→^COND
COND = ATTR(·)┷constant
ATTR(·) = ATTR
CONS → ROLE
3.3. Authorisation in E-RBAC
In E-RBAC, ROLE FILTERING and CANDIDATE ROLES are related to the authorisation
process. Fig. 3 illustrates the functions of the two components and demonstrates how the
E-RBAC filters roles to solve the SRA problem. Compared to the RBAC authorisation process,
four steps are added and ActivateRoles is modified. The E-RBAC authorisation process is
detailed as follows.
2

1

InstantiateContextAttributes

CreateSession

The permission
requested is not
in session

8

7
CheckAccess

The permission
requested is in
session

3

4

ContextChanging

6

AddRolesToFR

5

RequestPermission

9

10

PerformTasks

DeactivateRoles

ActivateRoles

11

Task not
complete
d

Task
completed
Accomplished by:
SessionManager

13
DeleteSession

user
RFC
SessionManager or user

Fig. 3. Authorisation process in E-RBAC
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 InstantiateContextAttributes. When a user creates a session, ROLE FILTERING
instantiates the ATTRs assigned to the user, where instantiation means that all ATTRs assigned
to the user are monitored in real time.
 ContextChanging and AddRolesToFR. ContextChanging is a not-real module that needs
to be executed by SessionManager, the user, or ROLE FILTERING. In general, the user
performs the task while changes occur in the context, particularly in the interconnected and
collaborative environment. When ROLE FILTERING detects a change in the ATTRs, it
evaluates the CONS assigned to the role according to the context, and if the CONS is met and it
is user- or environment-dependent, the role is added to CANDIDATE ROLES. Although the
modules are depicted at the beginning, this process is repeated during the session.
 ActivateRoles. One of the main differences between E-RBAC and RBAC in terms of role
activation is that in the E-RBAC model the user or system only needs to find roles in
CANDIDATE ROLES, and the number of roles here is significantly lower than that assigned
to the user by the system. This is because the number of roles satisfying CONS is very small in
the current environment. Thus, the user or system workload for activating the role is
substantially reduced and the SRA problem is solved.
 RevokeContextContributes. At the end of the session, not only do the remaining activated
roles need to be deactivated, but also the instantiated ATTRs need to be revoked; in other
words, ROLE FILTERING no longer monitors user context in real time.
The authorisation process above described is for E-RBAC: it uses CONS to filter the roles,
either adding the roles satisfying the CONS to CANDIDATE ROLES or activating them
automatically. The difference between E-RBAC and RBAC is that CANDIDATE ROLES is
added, which makes E-RBAC add four role-filtering-relevant steps to the RBAC authorisation
process. In this way, the time required for a user to query or activate a role is highly reduced,
thereby solving the SRA problem.
3.4. Simulation
To illustrate the effectiveness of E-RBAC, we carried out a simulation. Because there is
currently no other study in the literature on the SRA problem, we cannot compare our results
with similar works; thus, the results of the simulation are compared with those of native RBAC
to illustrate the validity of E-RBAC. An evaluation using policies (including role data) from
real organisations would be ideal, but we are not aware of any suitable and publicly available
policy of this kind. Therefore, we evaluated our model using synthetic policies.
The number of roles assigned to the user is selected from a uniform distribution which range
is 1 and the total number of roles in the simulation. For the simulation, we define generic
attributes attr1, attr2, etc. The range of user attributes is [0,9]. A context condition is a binary
predicate in the form of attr∈[min,max), in which min∈[-10,9) and max∈(min,19]. The
scope of a COND exceeds the range of user attributes, so that our simulation can express terms
such as attr<3 by using attr∈[-5,4), for example. A CONS contains a combination of one or
more CONDs. The user attributes min and max are integers, and their values are selected from
a uniform distribution in their respective ranges. In the simulation, the attribute used by the
role COND matches the user attribute.
To explain the simulation method clearly, we provide the example shown in Tables 1 and 2.
The example only includes three users (U1, U2 and U3) and three roles (R1, R2 and R3). Each
role has two CONDs to form its CONS. Each user has two corresponding ATTRs. U1 is
assigned R2, and the evaluation of its CONS is as follows:
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CONSR2(U1) = (-1≤ATTR1(U1)<5)^(-5≤ATTR2(U1)<6) = (-1≤4<5) ^(-5≤5<6) = True
Therefore, R2 is added to the CANDIDATE ROLES of U1. U3 is assigned R3, and the
evaluation of its CONS is:
CONSR3(U3) = (5≤ATTR1(U3)<15)^(-3≤ATTR2(U3)<12) = (5≤2<15)^(-3≤0<12) = False
R3 cannot be added to the CANDIDATE ROLES of U3. Similarly, the data of
CANDIDATE ROLES in Table 1 can be calculated.

User id
U1
U2
U3

Assigned roles
R2
R1, R3
R1, R2, R3

Role id
R1
R2
R3

Table 1. Information of Users
CANDIDATE ROLES
ATTR1
R2
4
4
R1, R2
2

ATTR2
5
3
0

Table 2. Information of Roles
COND1
COND2
2≤ATTR1(·)<3
0≤ATTR2(·)<18
-1≤ATTR1(·)<5
-5≤ATTR2(·)<6
5≤ATTR1(·)<15
-3≤ATTR2(·)<12

As seen in Fig. 4, the statistics change as the number of users increases. In our simulation,
there are 5,000 users, 500 roles, and 6 CONDs. After counting the data of 2,000 users, the
statistics no longer exhibit substantial changes. For this reason, we used 2,000 users in other
simulations. Table 3 displays the results for different numbers of ATTRs and roles.

Fig. 4. Simulation for 5,000 users, 500 roles, and 6 CONDs

In Fig. 4, because a uniform distribution was used to create the ATTRs and CONDs, the mean
and median of filtered roles are nearly equal after counting the data of 2,000 users. Moreover, at
this user count, the difference between the mean number of roles assigned to the user and of
those filtered is stable. This demonstrates that the E-RBAC model can stably filter out certain
roles and address the SRA problem.
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Table 3. Assignment of ATTRs
Roles
100

200

500

CONDs
2
4
6
2
4
6
2
4
6

Roles
μr
51.620
48.546
50.691
101.414
101.895
101.812
252.083
247.993
250.102

μfr
33.106
41.153
47.712
61.275
87.866
94.960
153.058
214.252
233.515

Filtered roles
σ
26.287
25.644
27.192
53.449
52.178
54.123
132.190
130.055
135.849

Median
34.0
40.0
48.0
62.0
89.0
96.0
153.0
218.0
232.0

μfr/
μr
64.1%
84.8%
94.3%
60.4%
86.2%
93.3%
62.7%
86.4%
93.4%

Obviously, the number of CONDs has a significant effect on the number of filtered roles. As
seen from Table 3, columns 2 and 4, the mean and median number of filtered roles increase
significantly when the number of CONDs increases. Additionally, the mean and median number
of roles and filtered roles increase as the number of roles increases. For groups with the same
number of roles and different numbers of CONDs, the standard deviation is essentially the same.
The three following results can be obtained from Table 3:
(1) Additional roles are filtered by using a higher number of CONDs; therefore, a refined
context condition should be used.
(2) The number of filtered roles increases as does the total number of roles. An increase in the
number of roles contributes to the severity of the SRA problem.
(3) The standard deviation of the number of filtered roles oscillates following the number of
roles.
In summary, the E-RBAC model can address the SRA problem. Better results are provided by
refining the CONDs.
Assume the mean number of roles assigned to a user is n. Assume the average number of
CONDs assigned to a role is m. In the simulation, when a user creates a session, E-RBAC
sweeps through the user role set and calculates the CONDs of each role. Therefore, the time
complexity for E-RBAC to filter roles is O(nm), and its space complexity is O(1).
Importantly, in the simulation, the number of candidate (unfiltered) roles is significantly
reduced (recall, especially, Table 3) with respect to native RBAC, which has no role filtering.
This implies that E-RBAC greatly reduces the user's workload on roles management.

4. Implementation
Apache Shiro is a powerful and flexible open-source security framework that cleanly handles
authentication, authorisation, enterprise session management, and cryptography. The Shiro
framework has been applied extensively because of its ease of use and understanding,
particularly in network environments. It provides a clean and intuitive API, simplifying task of
securing applications for developers. The authorisation module in this framework is the
realisation of the standard RBAC model. We modified the Shiro security framework and added a
ROLE FILTERING module in order to address the SRA problem. The whole code and data are
available at [33].
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4.1. Architecture
Security Manager
Authorizer
Authenticator
Authentication
Strategy

ROLE FILTERING
Attribute Mapping
Condition Evaluation
Function
Attribute
Manager
Manager

Session
Manager

Pluggable Realms（1 or more）
JDBC
Realm

LDAP
Realm

Active Directory
Realm

Custom
Realm

Session
DAO

Fig. 5. Modified Shiro architecture

The model architecture is illustrated in Fig. 5. The original Shiro framework authorisation
provides a simple access control interface: provided the user/role and role/permissions are
assigned, it uses the hasRole method to determine whether the user has a specific role and
whether to grant permissions to the user, rather than using the user-activated role set. This
authorisation process is simple, but not sufficiently safe and flexible, because it renounces the
session of the RBAC model. In ROLE FILTERING, we added the session and implemented
the role filtering function, whereby the function manager and attribute manager are used for
managing the supported functions and ATTRs, while attribute mapping and condition
evaluation are used for CONS evaluation.
4.2. Static Architecture
To maintain its simplicity and ease of use, we implemented very few changes in the Shiro
framework and made the new ROLE FILTERING an optional module that can be applied
according to developer decisions. As illustrated in Fig. 6, in this paper we introduce the novel
Subject and Session classes in Shiro and present the entire ROLE FILTERING module, without
covering the whole implementation of the framework.
The hasRole method of the Subject class is the implementation of the access control method in
Shiro. We added the ChangeAttributeValue and AddActiveRole methods, based on the hasRole
method, to the Subject class. The Session class in Shiro is the implementation of the network
session function, and we use this class to implement the session functionality in the RBAC
model. The Session class has three properties: ActivatedRoles, Attributes, and FilteredRoles.
ActivatedRoles is used to store the roles activated by the user, Attributes is used to store the set of
ATTRs assigned to the user, and FilteredRoles is used to store the roles that meet the CONSs.
Using the Session class, we changed the original hasRole method to determine whether
ActivatedRoles contains a specific role, rather than whether the user has that role assigned; that is,
it is used to determine whether the user has activated the specific role. The new
ChangeAttributeValue method is used to change the value of the attributes stored in Attributes.
The AddActiveRole method, operated by the user to activate a role, places the role in the
ActivatedRoles member.
The ROLE FILTERING module evaluates the CONS assigned to a role and stores the role
satisfying the CONS in the FilteredRoles member of the Session class. It includes the
SecurityManager, Policy, Target, Condition, Match, Apply, ConfigManager, FunctionFactory,
and AttributeFactory classes. The SecurityManager class hides the internal structure of ROLE
FILTERING from the other components that use it. Thus, an external component uses ROLE
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FILTERING through the methods provided by SecurityManager. The SecurityManager class
has a private member PolicyFileLocation, which contains the address of the policies stored in
the PolicyLibrary member. PolicyLibrary is a collection of Policy classes, and a Policy consists
of the CONDs assigned to a role. The Policy class encapsulates two private member classes, the
Target and Condition classes, which are used to implement attribute mapping and condition
evaluation, respectively. Regarding attribute mapping, we evaluate whether the value of an
attribute variable is equal to the value of the corresponding attribute constant, taking into
account that the compared attributes must have the same attribute ID and type. In this
implementation, we support attribute types such as string, Boolean, integer, time, and URI,
among others. The Target class encapsulates all the attribute constants to be matched by the user
context, and we use the Match class to encapsulate individual attribute constants.
<<interface>>
Subject
-hasRole()
-ChangeAttributeValue()
-AddActiveRole()

Session
ActivatedRoles
Attributes
FilteredRoles

ROLE FILTERING module
SecurityManager
PolicyLibrary
PolicyFilelocation
-init()
-evaluate()

FunctionFactory
-FunctionMap
-createFunction()
-deleteFunction()
AttributeFactory
-AttributeMap
-createAttribute()
-deleteAttribute()

Policy
RoleName

Target
AttributeValue
AttributeId
FunctionId
-match()

Match
-AttributeValue
-equal()

Condition
Function
Arguments
-evaluate()

Apply
Function
-eval()

ConfigManager
-getAttributeFactory()
-getFunctionFactory()

Fig. 6. Class relations

Regarding condition evaluation, we evaluate the relationship between two ATTR variables,
such as SCORE()> AVERAGESCORE(), where the SCORE attribute refers to the subject score
and the AVERAGESCORE attribute refers to the average score. This can be achieved by using
the Condition class. The Apply class encapsulates a function that represents a particular operator
that is used to compare the ATTRs, and the Condition class encapsulates all of the applied objects.
Our implementation supports arithmetic, logical, numeric comparison, date and time arithmetic,
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non-numeric comparison, and string conversion functions, among others. The Match and Apply
classes contain context attributes and function members; in the initialisation, they need to use
AttributeFactory and FunctionFactory to obtain a specific ATTR and function, respectively. The
two classes contain the basic ATTR and function types, which can be extended by developers
according to their actual needs.
4.3. Access Control Decisions
The hasRole method also provides access control functions in the modified Shiro framework.
However, as mentioned previously, it no longer simply detects whether a role is assigned to the
user, but rather detects whether the role is in ActivatedRoles. In the new framework, we use
ChangeAttributeValue to implement the context-changing function. When the value of an
attribute stored in Attributes is changed by the ChangeAttributeValue function,
SecurityManager immediately re-evaluates the CONSs of all roles, adding those that satisfy
them to FilteredRoles, excluding the other roles, and automatically activating roles according to
the different constraint types. Eventually, the user activates a role contained in FilteredRoles,
instead of depending on those assigned to them. The parameters passed to the SecurityManager
class include the role name and the set of attributes assigned to the user. The attribute set can be
retrieved from the Attributes member in the Session class. Fig. 7 describes a SecurityManager
instance called to evaluate the message sequence chart (MSC) method.
policy
evaluate()

target

matchA

matchB

condition

apply

match()
equal()

variable

Context
Value
compare
value
true
true
equal()

variable

Context
Value

compare value
true
true
true

eval()

isSatisfied()

eval function

true
true
true

true

Fig. 7. Evaluation of MSC returning “true”
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The evaluate method passes the call to the policy object, which is an instance of the Policy
class. Then, the policy object uses the match method to pass the call to the target object, which
is an instance of the Target class. In this example, there are two constant values that the user
ATTRs must match: matchA and matchB. The target object calls the equal method of matchA
and matchB. This method compares ATTR with the attribute constant; if they are equal, it
returns to the target object. If all of the objects to be matched return true, the target object
passes the call back to the policy object.
If target returns true, the policy object calls the eval method, whereby policy passes the call
to the condition instance of the Condition class. Then, the condition object passes the call to
the apply object, which uses its member function to detect whether ATTRs meet the required
relationship. If true, the result is returned to the condition object, and the condition object is
returned to the policy object; thus, the condition evaluation is over. For simplicity, the
condition object has only one call to the apply object in this example. When the policy object
returns the result to the SecurityManager class, the policy evaluation process is completed.
If any of methods or isSatisfied return false, the entire process ends immediately and the
SecurityManager class returns false to the hasRole method. Otherwise, if a role’s CONS is true,
the role is stored in the ActivatedRoles member of the Session class, which means that the role is
activated and its CONS does not need to be evaluated again. It should be noted that when the
value of an attribute stored in the Session class changes, all of the active roles associated with
that attribute are immediately deactivated, that is, removed from ActivatedRoles.

5. Conclusion
Because of the development of networks, the problem of user-driven role management
(meaning users managing session-activated roles) has become increasingly serious. In this
paper, the SRA problem, which is a new, practical, user-driven role management problem, was
first defined based on reasonable assumptions. Then, to address this problem, we proposed an
E-RBAC model that filters roles (reducing the number of candidate roles) by monitoring
contexts in real time. The formal definition, framework, and workflow of E-RBAC were
introduced. The simulations and implementation of E-RBAC in the Shiro framework were
also presented. From the results of the simulation, the following conclusions were drawn: the
session-context mechanism of E-RBAC reasonably selects candidate roles by automatically
sensing changes in the session, and E-RBAC effectively reduces the number of candidate roles
by filtering them.
It should be noted that although our study focused on filtering roles by using context
information, it still has limitations in application environments. Here, apart from using context
information as a constraint, additional information related to the user or session can be used to
filter roles. Despite these limitations, we believe that the E-RBAC model using context
constraints is an effective solution to the SRA problem. In future work, we will focus on role
filtering by combining user behaviour records and practical context information.
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